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B O O K S

„The Blue Danube' by Bernhard Newman (Jenkins)
This book contains an interesting description of 

the author's long journey on the Danube, from the 
Black Forest down to the Black Sea. He characterises 
with surprising accuracy the conditions prevailing at 
present in the Danubian States, his descriptions being 
the more interesting when we consider that Mr. New
man did not avail himself of the help of official 
guides but formed his judgement on the real state of 
things from personal experience.

He travelled without a hitch through Germany 
and Austria, the first difficulties arising on the 
Czecho-Slovak frontier, where entrance was refused to 
his bicycle. Arguments having proved of no use, Mr. 
Newman finally persuaded the custome officer by a 
terrible threat to the effect that he would not say a 
single word on Czecho-Slovakia in the book he was 
about to write. "That finished the argument, no par
venu could ever refuse publicity," Mr. Newman’s ex
periences in regard to the nationality of the in
habitants of Czecho-Slovakia are noteworthy. He was 
able to prove on the spot that ” . . .  along the southern 
frontier of Czecho-Slovakia there is a continuous 
fringe of Magyar-German population, and permanent 
friendship between the old nation and the new is 
quite impossible until this problem is tackled." He 
further establishes the fact that Pozsony (Bratislava) 
is a city of Hungarian and German character and that 
the other town situated on the Danube. "Komarno 
spells tragedy for Hungarians. It is more Hungarian 
than Bratislava, yet now it is in Czechoslovakia!" 
Then he continues: "For all practical purposes, Ko
marno is situated on both sides of the river, the two 
parts connected by an iron bridge a quarter of a mile 
long. The position is ridiculous; business men have 
their shops in one country and their residences in 
another."

On the Yugoslav frontier Mr, Newman was 
received by a customs officer with the following 
question: „Any tobacco, any alcohol, any bombs?' 
A short stay in the country was sufficient for him to 
clearly recognise the importance of internal dissension 
that have made Yugoslavia Europe's danger spot, 
likely to cause a conflagration at any moment 
"There are — continues Mr. Newman — wide dif
ferences in political outlook. Croats are far in ad
vance of the Serbs in intellectual and economic de
velopment. The culture of Zagreb, the Croat capital, 
is outstandingly in front of that of Belgrade. The 
Croatians imagined themselves as entering the new 
kingdom of the southern Slavs as a partner; instead, 
they find themselves treated only as a minority. 
Balkan minorities have been the occasion of world 
wars." "And it is only fair to add one thing — that 
in spite of the abuse heaped on the old Austro-Hun
garian Empire, its subject peoples are infinitely in 
advance in every way of their cousins with whom their 
destinies are now joined. I heard, not once but a 
hundred times, a lament for the "good old days" — 
from Slavs!" Referring to the murderous attempt at 
Marseilles, the author says: "The assassination would 
have taken place if Hungary had never existed, and 
every responsible man knows it."

As to the corruption prevailing in Rumania, Mr. 
Newman had the following experiences "It appears 
that in Rumania, whose financial troubles are even 
greater than ours, practically all officials are grossly 
underpaid; naturally many of them seek to rectify this 
by adding to their income by means of bribes. Police

and frontier guards in particular are corrupt beyond 
belief. The "Will you smoke?" method is that most 
usually employed. After finding some imaginary flaw 
in your papers, the officer passes you his cigarette- 
case with the usual invitation. He then absents himself 
for a minute or two, so that you have time to place 
a 500-lei note (equal to about L 1) in the cigarette- 
case. After that all difficulties disappear. At first I 
could not credit that the corruption was on the scale 
described to me, but unfortunately I found it to be 
very true. Times without number 1 was halted by the 
police for no reason whatsoever; I was detained for 
anything up to two hours; always I was asked to have 
a smoke; one man had the effrontery to offer me his 
cigarette-case with no cigarettes in it!" (P. 152— 153.) 
Later on we read on the same subject: "There is
something rotten in the state of Rumania, Bribery and 
corruption are rife and — what is worse — are 
accepted as inevitable." (P. 269.) He does not think 
much of the Rumanian army owing to its being com
posed of men of various nationalities: "In a phrase, 
the present Rumanian army has all the inherent 
weakness, of the pre-war heterogeneous Austro-Hun
garian army, with none of its strength. Nor can an 
Englishman be expected to admire the facial make-up 
of some of the Rumanian officers. I saw several well 
powdered and lipsticked."

In Bulgaria Mr. Newman was accorded an ex
tremely courteous and friedly reception by the 
authorities. Here the sort of blackmail he was exposed 
to in Rumania is absolutely unknown. He heard much 
about the injustices committed against Bulgaria in 
the Treaty of Neuilly,

Hungary is seen by the author in a very favour
able light, the pleasantest impressions of his whole 
trip being connected with this country. " , , ,  there are 
two races in Europe on which a unanimous opinion is 
possible; I have never met anyone who has failed to 
like Scandinavians or Magyars. I have wandered in 
fifteen different European countries, but have never 
met such universal courtesy as in Hungary." He 
discusses at length the injustices and the losses Hun
gary had to suffer under the Treaty of Trianon, He 
found that in all parts of the country the Hungarians 
showed a marked predilection for the English, this 
sympathy reaching far back into the past and mani
festing itself especially during the Great War, when 
British subjects confined in Hungary were allowed 
every comfort and even permitted to celebrate British 
victories.

All things considered, the book is very interest
ing and instructive reading, the author being an ex
cellent observer whose sharp eye detects at once the 
real state of affairs. Travellers intending to visit 
Central Europe will do well to first read this work 
written on the basis of abundant personal experience.
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“ Ceskoslovenskd otdzkau (The Czecho-Slovak Ques
tion), by Ivan Derer, Praha, XII., Vlakadatel’slva 
Orbis, 1935.

Under the above title Ivan Derer, Czecho-Slovak 
Minister of Justice, has issued a collected edition of 
the speeches, addresses, statements and articles de- 
lievered or made or written by him respectively recently 
on the Czecho-Slovak question or on subjects con- 
neted therewith. His statements relating to the Czech- 
German question, the Hungarian problem and the
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affairs of Ruthenia, he proposes to publish later in a 
separate volume.

The author is one of the most fanatical ad
vocates of the idea of a Czecho-Slovak national unity 
and of the centralism of Prague, while being at the 
same time one of the bitterest opponents of the Slovak 
autonomist endeavours and of what he is pleased to 
call "Hungarism”. This is the spirit with which the 
whole book is imbued from beginning to end. Never
theless, in more than one place in the book we come 
across several statements — or perhaps "slips of the 
tongue” only — which speak rather against than for 
his political principles. Of extreme interest, for 
example, is what he has to say about the relation 
between the Slovaks and the State, ' When we survey' 
— he writes — "the whole course of the history of 
Slovakia from the fall of the Great Moravian Em
pire, . . .  we cannot but establish the fact that the 
Slovaks as such never desired anything at all like an 
independent State existence. . .  Later on, when after 
the Trench Revolution and the national aweking of 
the Hungarian nation the Slovaks too awoke to 
national consciousness, that feeling never went so
far as to desire a peculiar —• it not absolutely in
dependent — form ot State calculated to further their 
selfassertion. While forming part of the Hungarian 
State the Slovaks never formulated any demand 
calculated to give them an independent State lire. 
The formulas passed by the revolutionary assembly 
held at Liptoszentmiklos on May 10th, 1848, expressly 
acknowledged the integrity of Hungary; they de
manded a common assembly (parliament) of all the 
nations of Hungary, stipulating at the same time only 
that there should be a separate Slovak Diet to be 
nothing more than a national council deputed to deal 
"with national and public welfare matters". The Me
morandum of 1861 also accepted as basis the integrity 
of Hungary, desiring the organisation of the "Slovak 
District of Upper Hungary" only as an administrative 
formation to ensure the autonomous political, juri
dical and scholastic administration of the district. 
And the demand for the establishment of an "Upper 
Hungarian Slovak District" was not maintained long. 
After 1868 the Slovaks confined themselves in Hun
gary to demanding the carrying into effect of the so- 
called "Nationality Act", — contending themselves 
with insisting on the enforcement of the use on a 
very modest scale of the Slovak language in the State 
and in local administration, in the administration of 
justice, and in education, that to be done without 
prejudicing the unity of the Hungarian State. In other 
words, the awakening of the Slovaks to national 
consciousness was not followed either in the nine
teenth century or later by any manifestation in the 
life of the Slovaks — either politically or socially or 
in their literature — of an endeavour to realise an 
independent Slovak State form. To speak familiarly, 
it never occurred to the Slovaks even it their dreams 
to wish to establish a separate Slovak State — or 
even to found a separate existence in a position of 
subordination to some bigger State formation, as the 
Croatians, for example, did with their non-independ
ent kingdom” (pp. 53—54). In the above passage 
quoted from his book Derer shows beyond the shadow 
of a doubt that the Slovaks never desired to be 
separated from Hungary. No ambitions of the kind 
were ever entertained even by those Slovaks whom 
Derer calls "self-conscious" Slovaks and who were 
known to the Hungarian public opinion of the day as 
"pan-Slavs". And indeed D6rer himself makes no 
attempt to deny that this group of Slovaks constituted 
only an insignificant fraction of the Slovak people. In 
the opinion of this friend of the Slovaks the factors

at work in Slovak history between 1867 and 1918 — 
and even previously to 1867 — were the following:

1. "The vast majority of the Slovak people pos
sess no national consciousness. The successors ot the 
vassals of olden days possess a strong denominational 
feeling ("I am a Catholic" or "1 am Lvangelical" and 
a strong State consciousness ("I am a Hungarian"); 
but generally speaking they have no Slovak national 
consciousness at all. it is only locally, in individual 
towns and districts, that the lower classes too have 
awaked to national consiousness. But that is the ex
ception; the rule is an absolute lack of such con
sciousness." 2. "The intellectuals born of Slovak 
parents have mostly become denationalished, regarding 
themselves as a part of the Hungarian nation, many 
of them indeed being more chauvinistic Hungarians 
than those who are Magyars by birth. Here too we 
see the truth of the old saw that a man turned Turk 
is worse than a native Turk." 3. "The intellectuals 
sprung from the Slovak people are but an insigni
ficant fraction of that people; while the section of 
the Slovak lower classes possessing national selt- 
consciousness is only a very trifling one" (p. 15).

From all this it may be seen that prior to 1919— 
as ascertained by Derer, Minister of Justice of Czecho
slovakia — the vast majority of the Slovaks differed 
from the Hungarian nation only ethnically and lin
guistically, while politically the Slovaks were ab
solutely at one with that nation and indeed often 
fought more fanatically for the political ideas of that 
nation than the Hungarians who belonged ethnically 
to the Hungarian nation. According to Seton Watson, 
to whose definitions Derer repeatedly refers, there 
were certainly not more than 1000 "self-conscious" 
Slovak families in pre-War Hungary.

Under such circumstances it is really no wonder 
that the idea of "Hungarism” is still alive in the 
minds of vast masses of the Slovak nation. It is against 
this "Hungarism" that Derer is fighting. "My political 
and publicistic activity has been a consistent struggle 
against Hungarism and Magyaronism (friendship for 
Hungary). It is no mere tight against windmills." 
(p, 33). And it really is not, as was shown on the 
occasion of the scandals incidental to the Pribina 
celebrations at Nyitra in August, 1933, of which we 
read in Derer's book (p. 282) that "the celebrations 
were arranged as a formidable manifestation of 
Czecho-Slovak solidarity in face of the Hungarian 
revisionist endeavours. Premier Malypetr read Pre
sident Masaryk’s message and Dr. Kmet'ko Bishop of 
Nyitra, that of the Pope, The festive meeting was at
tended by more than 50,000 persons from every part 
of Slovakia. The adherents of the Slovak People's 
Party and of the Slovak National Party shouted and 
sang with a view to disturbing proceedings and cla
moured loudly until they had compelled Monsignor 
Hlinka to read the "Nyitra Declaration concerning the 
Sovereignty of the Slovak People". This incident had 
disagreable consequences in foreign countries too, 
where the elements antagonistic to our State quoted 
the incident as evidence of the chaotic conditions 
prevailing in our country. And it is a fact that the 
demonstrations of the People’s and National Parties 
at Nyitra did not help particularly to encourage the 
friendly attitude of Hungary, Italy and Poland 
towards Czecho-Slovakia".

The very title of Derer's book is an admission that 
there is still a Czecho-Slovak question which has not 
yet been settled. The Slovaks no doubt include also 
a "Czecho-Slovak" group, one of the leaders of which 
is Derer himself; but there is another group too with 
purely Slovak national principles and a third group
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contemptuously referred to as "hungarists" and ”ma- 
gyarons": indeed, according to Derer "Hungarism" 
exercises a powerful influence also on the second 
group. Derer's work itself is the most striking proof 
imaginable of the considerable importance attached to

this "Hungarism" by the Czecho-Slovak Government. 
The relative strengths of the three groups in Slovakia 
would have to be ascertained by an impartial 
plebiscite.
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P O L I T I C A L  E C O N O M Y

C Z E C H O S L O V A K I A

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA’S ECONOMIC POLICY 
MAKES UNFAVOURABLE IMPRESSION 

ABROAD
In the June 4th issue of the Prague periodical 

,,Die Wirtschaft” we find an interesting article on the 
changed attitude towards Czecho-Slovakia of the 
government and economic circles of Vienna. This 
distinguished press-organ warns Prague of the evil 
consequences which must necessarily follow upon the 
foreclosure of the Commercial Treaty between Czecho
slovakia and Austria.

The relentless selfishness of Prague in making 
the most of the present situation, in spite of competent 
circles being fully aware of the economic-political 
pressure weighing on the Austrian Government, is 
being judged very unfavourably in Vienna. The foreign- 
trade balance of Austria for the year 1934 closed with 
a deficit of 100 million Schillings. The Austrian Gov
ernment wished to raise Austria's quota of exports 
by 30 millions, whereupon Prague answered with an 
offer of 3 millions, raising this sum after much barter
ing to 7 millions. In Vienna people have not yet 
forgotten that a few years ago Prague refused to 
grant the Austrian National Bank a credit for wages 
in Czech crowns, but demanded the wages to be paid 
out in dollars.

The last visit of M. Dostdlek, Czecho-Slovak 
Minister of Commerce, also made a very bad impres
sion on the members of the Vienna Government, be
cause M. Dostalek — obviously for political reasons, 
in order to avoid the foreclosure of the Czecho
slovak Commercial Treaty previous to the elections 
— entered into engagements which, uoon reaching 
home, he forgot to fulfil. That was why Baron Berger- 
Waldenegg travelled to Czecho-Slovakia; however, the 
ever cautious Dr. Benes, carefully avoiding any 
discussion of affairs connected with commercial re
lations, a solution could not be reached. The Austrian 
Government, mindful of the interests of the popula
tion of the provinces where the inhabitants have an 
opportunity of selling their cattle under favourable 
conditions in the German market, see themselves 
forced to consider the foreclosure of the Czech com
mercial treaty, being compelled to consider this 
eventuality also by the speech of Herr von Papen, 
printed and diffused in many thousands of copies. 
Thus Czecho-Slovakia is threatened with the danger 
of losing the Austrian coal-market, surrendering her 
place to Germany.

At the same time the measures taken bv the 
Rumanian Government have been made public in 
Prague, those measures putting into force a premium 
of 44°/« on exchange dealings in Czecho-Slovak-Re- 
manian relations, influencing most unfavourably 
Czecho-Slovakia’s ability, to compete because these 
measures do not extend to Austria, Hungary, Poland

and Germany. Rumania has even gone so far as to 
draw the attention of those applying at the National 
Bank for foreign means of payment to the circumstance 
that, in the event of their making purchases in 
Germany, the necessary foreign exchanges will be 
placed at their disposal immediately. Public opinion 
in Prague has been very much disturbed by these 
measures; and a retaliation seems unlikely because in 
the course of the coming economic year Czecho
slovakia will not be in want of agrarian products.

Czecho-Slovakia is threatened with a similar 
treatment on the part of South Africa, seeing that 
her trade-balance in dealings with that State too has 
a considerable surplus to show and Africa refuses to 
tolerate this situation any longer. Thus, should a 
commercial treaty not be concluded, Czecho-Slovakia 
is in danger of having to accept, as from the end of 
the year, supplementary customs of 25—250%.
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STATISTICAL DATA OF BANKRUPTCIES 
IN 1934.

According to a report of the Association of Czecho
slovak Creditors, in 1934 the number of compulsory 
compositions was 2049 (as against 3859 on 1933), while 
the number of bankruptcies was 1261 (as against 1539 
in 1933). The Report emphasises that the decrease of 
insolvencies cannot be considered a sign of any 
amelioration of the economic situation, it being mainly 
a consequence of the restriction of credits and of the 
protection against foreclosure extended to farmers 
and unemployed. The fact that bankruptcies decreased 
in a smaller measure thas compulsory compositions, 
is due to the strictness with which tax-arrears were 
collected. —"y"

H U N G A R Y

HARVEST PROSPECTS
According to private estimates, this year's wheat- 

crop will be about 20,3 million metric quintals as 
against last year's 17.6 millions. In Produce-Exchange 
circles, this year's crop of wheat is estimated at about 
21.3 million metric quintals.

MARKETING ABROAD OF HUNGARY’S 
EXPORT-SURPLUS

Since the end of 1930 no regular Commercial 
Treaty had been concluded between Hungary and 
Czecho-Slovakia: early in June this state of affairs 
came to an end, an agreement based on the principle 
of the "most favoured nation clause" having been con
cluded between the two States. This agreement makes 
it possible for Hungary to import goods to the value 
of about 80 million Czech crowns. In regard to agri


